The motor system's ability to adapt to changes in the environment is essential for maintaining 32 accurate movements. During such adaptation several distinct systems are recruited: cerebellar 33 sensory-prediction error learning, success-based reinforcement, and explicit strategy-use. Although 34 much work has focused on the relationship between cerebellar learning and strategy-use, there is little 35 research regarding how reinforcement and strategy-use interact. To address this, participants first 36 learnt a 20° visuomotor displacement. After reaching asymptotic performance, binary, hit-or-miss 37 feedback (BF) was introduced either with or without visual feedback, the latter promoting 38 reinforcement. Subsequently, retention was assessed using no-feedback trials, with half of the 39 participants in each group being instructed to stop using any strategy. Although BF led to an increase 40 in retention of the visuomotor displacement, instructing participants to remove their strategy nullified 41 this effect, suggesting strategy-use is critical to BF-based reinforcement. In a second experiment, we 42 prevented the expression or development of a strategy during BF performance, by either constraining 43 participants to a short preparation time (expression) or by introducing the displacement gradually 44 (development). As both strongly impaired BF performance, it suggests reinforcement requires both 45 the development and expression of a strategy. These results emphasise a pivotal role of strategy-use 46 during reinforcement-based motor learning. 47 explicit knowledge of the perturbation, which in turn usually requires experiencing large and 66 unexpected errors 8,[13][14][15] . Strategy-use contrasts with cerebellar adaptation in that it is idiosyncratic 9 , 67 explicit, and can lead to fast adaptation rates 16 . Critically, cerebellar adaptation takes place regardless 68 of the presence or absence of explicit strategies, even at the cost of accurate performance 5 . 69
In a constantly changing environment, our ability to adjust motor commands in response to novel 51 perturbations is a critical feature for maintaining accurate performance 1 . These adaptive processes 52 have often been studied in the laboratory through the introduction of a visual displacement during 53 reaching movements 2 . The observed visuomotor adaptation, characterized by a reduction in 54 performance errors, was believed to be primarily driven by a cerebellar-dependent process that 55 gradually reduces the mismatch between the predicted and actual sensory outcome (sensory prediction 56 error) of the reaching movement 1, 3, 4 . Cerebellar adaptation is a stereotypical, slow and implicit 57 process and therefore does not require the individual to be aware of the perturbation to take place 5,6 . 58
However, a single-process framework cannot account for the great variety of results observed during 59 visuomotor adaptation tasks 7 . Specifically, it has recently been shown that several other non-60 cerebellar learning mechanisms also play a pivotal role in shaping behaviour during adaptation 61 paradigms such as explicit strategy-use 8,9 and reward-based reinforcement [10] [11] [12] . 62 63 Strategy-use usually consists of employing simple heuristics such as aiming off target in the direction 64 opposite to a visual displacement, to quickly and accurately account for it 5 . However, this requires 65 was completely absent in the VF groups. Therefore, success rate was compared independently across 158 groups in the first 30 trials (figure 2d) and the remaining 170 trials (figure 2e) of the asymptote block. 159
Both BF groups exhibited lower success rates than the VF groups in the early asymptote phase 160 (H(3)=46.79, p<0.001, Tukey's test p<0.001 for BF-Maintain vs VF-Maintain and vs VF-Remove, 161 and for BF-Remove vs VF-Maintain and vs VF-Remove). This was also seen in the late asymptote 162 phase (H(3)=31.29, p<0.001, Tukey's test p<0.001 for BF-Maintain vs VF-Maintain and vs VF-163
Remove, and for BF-Remove vs VF-Maintain and vs VF-Remove), although performance greatly 164 improved for both BF groups compared to the early phase (Z=3.692 and Z=-3.81 for BF-Remove and 165 BF-Maintain, respectively, p<0.001 for both). This dip in performance has previously been observed 166
independently of our study when switching to BF after a displacement is abruptly introduced 12 . 167
Finally, no across-group difference in RTs or movement duration was found during the asymptote 168 blocks (Supplementary figure S1b, c). 169 170 Participants then performed a series of 2 no-feedback blocks. Similar to Shmuelof et al., 12 we 171 assessed retention by looking at the last 20 trials of the second block. However, our results are 172 fundamentally the same irrespective of the trials used to represent retention. Overall, the BF-Maintain 173 group showed greater retention relative to all other groups, largely maintaining the reach angle values 174 achieved during the asymptote phase, whereas there was no difference between the other groups 175 (figure 2f; H(3)=27.66, p<0.001, Tukey's test p=0.001 for BF-Remove vs BF-Maintain and p<0.001 176 for BF-Maintain vs both VF groups; p=0.6 for BF-Remove vs VF-Remove; p=1 for BF-Remove vs 177 VF-Maintain; p=0.68 for VF-Maintain vs VF-Remove). We therefore replicated previous work which 178 showed that BF led to enhanced retention of a visual displacement when compared to VF 12 . However, 179 this effect of BF was abolished by asking participants to remove any strategy they had developed (BF-180 remove). This suggests the increase in retention following BF was mainly a consequence of the 181 greater development and expression of a strategy. If this conclusion from our first experiment is correct, then successful asymptote performance under 203 BF only should be dependent on the ability to develop and express a strategy. Therefore, in 204 experiment 2 we restricted participant's capacity to use a strategy by using a forced RT adaptation 205 paradigm 30-32 (figure 1c). Specifically, two groups adapted to a 20° CCW visuomotor displacement 206 by performing reaching movements to 4 targets (figure 1d), with the amount of available preparation 207 time (i.e. time between target appearance and movement onset) being restricted. A first group was 208 allowed to express slow RTs (SRT; RT constraints were 870 to 1000 ms after target onset; N=10), 209 while the second group was only allowed very fast RTs (FRT; 130 to 300 ms; N=10; figure 1c and 210
Supplementary figure S2a). The latter condition has been shown to prevent time-demanding strategy 211 use such as mental rotations necessary to express re-aiming in reaching tasks 30,32,33 . Critically, this 212 paradigm only prevented expression of re-aiming, but not strategy development. Therefore, to ensure 213 any between-group difference was task-dependent and not related to inter-individual differences in 214 awareness or understanding of the task, we explained in detail the nature of the perturbation and the 215 optimal strategy to counter it. In addition, a third condition was designed in which participants were 216 kept unaware of the visual displacement by introducing the perturbation gradually 13,15 (N=10; figure  217 1d, bottom), and were not informed of any optimal strategy to employ. Participants in this group were 218 given no RT constraint whatsoever. Finally, it should be mentioned that a large portion of participants 219 in the Gradual group reported noticing a slight perturbation by the end of the adaptation block when 220 informally asked after the experiment. However, they underestimated its amplitude significantly at 221 best, reporting effects of the order of 5°. Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity we will qualify this 222 group as "unaware", although we hereby acknowledge they reported very partial, reduced awareness 223 of the perturbation. 224
225
During baseline, average reach direction was similar for all groups (figure 3b; H(2)=0.45, p=0.79). To 226 examine whether the FRT and SRT groups displayed different rates of learning during adaptation, we 227 applied an exponential model to each participant's adaptation data. Note, this was not done for the 228 gradual group whose adaptation rate was restricted by the incremental visuomotor displacement. 229
Surprisingly, we found no significant difference between the FRT and SRT group's learning rates 230 (U=74; p=0.34; Supplementary figure S2b). Indeed, one would expect the SRT group to express faster 231 learning since they can express strategies to account for the perturbation 16, 30, 32, 34 . This is most likely a 232 consequence of the small size of the perturbation encountered (i.e. 20°), which leaves less margin for 233 strategic re-aiming [34] [35] [36] . At the end of the adaptation block, all groups adapted successfully, with no 234 significant difference in reaching direction (figure 3c; H(2)=2.34, p=0.31). However, despite the lack 235 of statistical significance, the mean reach direction for the FRT group was slightly under 15° (mean: 236 14.87°), which represents the limit of the reward region in the subsequent block. We discuss the 237 implications of this later. During asymptotic performance, where participants were restricted to binary feedback, the SRT group 258 showed a striking ability to maintain performance within the rewarded region whereas the two other 259 groups clearly could not (figure 3d; H(2)=17.5, p<0.001, Bonferroni-corrected (see Methods), 260
Tukey's test p<0.001 vs FRT and p=0.001 vs Gradual). Next we compared success rates across 261 groups for early BF trials (i.e. first 30 trials; figure 3e) and the remainder of BF trials (figure 3f) 262
independently. Early success rates were significantly lower for the Gradual group compared to the 263 SRT (H(2)=9.2, p=0.02, Bonferroni-corrected, Tukey's test p=0.011), and a similar but non-264 significant trend was observed between the FRT and SRT groups (Tukey's test p=0.059). The absence 265 of a significant difference in early success rate between the FRT and SRT groups cannot be explained 266 by average reach angles, as the FRT group actually express a larger decrease in reach angle during 267 that timeframe compared to the Gradual group (figure 3a). Rather, the greater variability in reach 268 angle within individuals in the FRT as opposed to the Gradual group is likely to cause this result 269 (average individual variance; FRT: 47.5; Gradual: 18.9). However, success rate during the remaining 270 trials reached significance for both the FRT and Gradual groups compared to the SRT group 271 (H(2)=16.67, p<0.001, Bonferroni-corrected, Tukey's test p<0.001 for both FRT and Gradual). 272 Surprisingly, no dip in performance was observed for the SRT group in the early phase of the BF 273 blocks, suggesting that informing participants of the perturbation and how to overcome it at the 274 beginning of the experiment is sufficient to prevent this drop in reach angle. 275
276
Next, to ensure the low end adaptation reach angles expressed by the FRT group did not explain the 277 low success rates, we removed every participant who expressed less than 15° reach angle at the end of 278 the adaptation from each group (e.g. 37 ). Henceforth, we refer to those participants as non-adapters, as 279 opposed to adapters. This procedure resulted in 1, 5 and 2 participants being removed in the SRT, 280
FRT and Gradual groups, respectively. Performance for the adapters was fundamentally the same as 281 the original groups (figure 4a), except for end adaptation reach angles, which were now all above 15˚ 282 (figure 4b; SRT 17.0 ±1.2; FRT 16.9 ±1.2; Gradual 16.7 ±1.4). Specifically, the SRT-adapter group 283 still showed a clear ability to remain in the rewarded region during binary feedback performance 284 (asymptotic blocks), whereas the other two adapter groups could not (figure 4c; H(2)=14.0, p=0.002, 285
Bonferroni-corrected, Tukey's test p=0.028 vs FRT-adapter and p=0.001 vs Gradual-adapter). 286
Because the full groups (i.e. non-Apdaters included) did not express a drop in success rate during 287 early asymptote trials, we compared Adapters' success rates during asymptote as a whole, rather than 288 splitting them between early and late performance. The SRT-adapter group still displayed greater 289 success than the Gradual-adapter group (figure 4d; H(2)=13.74, p=0.002, Bonferroni-corrected, 290
Tukey's test p<0.001). However, the difference between the SRT-adapter and the FRT-adapter group 291 was now non-significant (Tukey's test p=0.12). Despite this, the reach angle differences clearly show 292 that successful binary performance remained strongly affected by one's capacity to develop and 293 express a strategy even for the successful adapters, as shown by the Gradual-adapter and FRT-adapter Previous work has led to the idea that BF induces recruitment of a model-free reinforcement system 333 that strengthens and consolidates the acquired memory of a visuomotor displacement 10,12,17 . Here, we 334 investigated the role of explicit strategy-use in the context of BF, and our results suggest that it may 335 have a more central role in explaining general BF-induced behaviours than previously expected. In the 336 first experiment, the increased retention observed in the BF-Maintain group was suppressed if 337 participants were told to "remove their strategy" (BF-Remove group). In the second experiment, 338 preventing strategy-use by using a secondary task or preventing development of a strategy with a 339 gradual introduction of the perturbation resulted in participants being unable to maintain accurate 340 performance during BF blocks, suggesting that strategy-use is necessary for performing a BF reaching 341 task. 342
343
The initial performance drop observed at the introduction of BF for both BF groups suggests that 344 participants cannot immediately account for a visuomotor displacement they have already 345 successfully adapted to 12 . A possible explanation is that the cerebellar memory is not available 346 anymore, most likely because removing VF results in a context change, which is known to prevent 347 retrieval and expression of an otherwise available memory [38] [39] [40] . Considering this, the restoration of 348 performance observed after this dip could not be explained by recollection of the cerebellar memory, 349
suggesting another mechanism took place. Two possible candidates to explain this drift back are 350 model-free reinforcement 10-12,17 and strategy-use 7, 8, 35 . 351
352
Reinforcement learning is usually considered to operate through experiencing success 10,11 . It is thus 353 difficult to argue for a reinforcement-based reversion to good performance during BF because 354 participants in the trough of the dip do not experience a large amount of success, if any. Furthermore, 355 participants experienced little "plateau" performance during the previous block, making formation of 356 a model-free reinforcement memory unlikely, because it is considered a rather slow learning process 357 as opposed to model-based reinforcement 10,41 . On the other hand, both BF groups experienced a large 358 amount of unexpected errors during this drop, which may promote a more strategy-based approach 13-359 15,22 . In line with this, the SRT group in the forced RT task, which has been informed of the 360 displacement and of the right strategy to counter it, does not express such dip when starting the BF 361 block. 362 363
The forced RT task addresses this question more directly, and shows that impeding strategy-use with 364 a secondary task 30,32 prevents participants from restoring performance over BF blocks, confirming 365 our interpretation. Interestingly, both the FRT and Gradual groups do not show a return to baseline 366 during asymptote. Likely, the FRT group is aware of the optimal strategy, and can partially express it, 367 leading to these intermediate reach angles. Indeed, previous work on forced RT paradigms shows that 368 adapting the constraints based on each individual's baseline proficiency at this task more efficiently 369 prevents strategy-use 32 . On the other hand, the Gradual group was not informed of the optimal 370 strategy, and thus would be expected to reach back to baseline.. However, even in the presence of BF, 371 the Gradual group shows a striking inability to find the optimal strategy, suggesting the lack of 372 structural understanding of the task strongly impedes their exploration. This overall incapacity of the 373 Gradual group to express an efficient explorative strategy is consistent with previous findings 374
showing that rewarding success alone without providing any explanation of the task structure is not 375 sufficient to make participants reliably learn an optimal strategy 42 . 376 377 Previous studies employing the forced RT paradigm have shown it usually leads to slower learning 378 rates during adaptation because participants can less easily apply a strategy from the beginning 16, 30, 32 . 379
In contrast, no such difference in learning rate was observed in our forced RT groups. This is possibly 380 due to the difference in size of the perturbation between our study (20°) compared to others 30,32 (30°), 381 making the explicit contribution potentially smaller during the adaptation phase 7 . 382 383 Our findings qualitatively replicate results from a previous study employing a similar design 12 . 384
However, it should be noted that our paradigm differs in several ways. First, retention was assessed 385 using feedback removal rather than visual error clamps, although there is evidence that both methods 386 lead to quantitatively similar results 43 . Second, our displacement was only 20° of amplitude and no 387 additional displacement was introduced after the asymptote blocks. There is now a growing wealth of 388 evidence that the cerebellum cannot account for more than 15 to 20° displacements 32,36,44 , with the 389 remaining discrepancy usually being accounted for through strategic re-aiming 35 . Therefore, the 390 absence of a second, larger displacement, if anything, should only result in a less strategy-based 391 performance. Nevertheless, instructing participants to remove any strategy (Remove groups) resulted 392 in a near-complete nullification of the binary feedback effect, suggesting it is mainly underlain by a 393 simple re-aiming process. However, the Maintain instruction alone was not sufficient to produce this 394 high retention profile, as the VF-Maintain group did not express it. We believe this can be explained 395 in two ways. First, experiencing no feedback may result in a stronger context change for the VF 396 groups compared to the BF groups, because the latter ones experienced the absence of VF during the 397 asymptote blocks beforehand. Thus, this should lead to a stronger drop in reaching angle at the 398 beginning of the no feedback trials for the VF groups, as observed here. Alternatively, the VF-399
Maintain group experienced 200 more trials with visual feedback at asymptote. Consequently, it is 400 very likely that the cerebellar memory at the beginning of the no-feedback blocks was stronger 11 , and 401 Note however that although the BF-Remove group expressed slightly more bias than its VF 413 counterpart, this clearly did not reach statistical significance, meaning this cannot be explained by 414 feedback type alone. Regardless, the implicit and lasting nature of this phenomenon makes it a 415 promising focus for future research with clinical applications. 416
417
Overall, our findings all point toward a central role of strategy-use during BF-induced behaviours. In 418 line with this, 14/54 participants had to be removed from the BF groups in the feedback-instruction 419 task (experiment 1) because of poor performance in the asymptote blocks (see methods), suggesting 420 that structural learning is required to perform accurately 42 . This is again in line with the dip observed 421 in the BF groups and the absence of dip in the (informed) SRT group. Our view is that implicit, are not sufficient to result in a strong, habit-like enhancement of retention 52 , or that such behavioural 426 consolidation must take place through sleep 52,55 . Future work is required to address these hypotheses. 427
428
In conclusion, this study provides further insight into the use of reinforcement during motor learning, 429
and suggests that successful reinforcement learning is tightly coupled to development and expression 430 of an explicit strategy. Future studies investigating reinforcement during visuomotor adaptation 431 should therefore proceed with care in order to map which behaviour is the consequence of actual 432 implicitly reinforced memories or more explicit, strategic control. 80 participants (20 males) aged 18-37 (M=20.9 years) and 30 participants (11 males) aged 18-34 438 (M=22.1 years) were recruited for experiment one and two, respectively, and pseudo-randomly 439 assigned to a group after providing written informed consent. All participants were enrolled at the 440 University of Birmingham. They were remunerated either with course credits or money (£7.5/hour). 441
They were free of psychological, cognitive, motor or auditory impairment and were right-handed. The Toolbox 3 56 . Participants performed the reaching task on a flat surface under the mirror, with the 452 reflection of the screen matching the surface plane. All movements were hidden from the participant's 453 sight. When each trial starts, participants entered a white starting box (1 cm width) on the centre of 454 the workspace with the cursor, which triggered target appearance. Targets (diameter 0.5 cm) were 8 455 cm away from the starting position. Henceforth, the target position directly in front of the participant 456 will be defined as the 0° position and other target positions will be expressed with this reference. 457
Participants were instructed to perform a fast "swiping" movement through the target. Once they 458 For each trial, participants reached to a target located 45° counter-clock wise (CCW). Participants first 465 performed a baseline block (60 trials) with veridical cursor feedback, followed by a 75 trials 466 adaptation block in which a 20° CCW displacement was applied (figure 1b). In the following 2 blocks 467 (100 trials each), participants either experienced the same perturbation with only BF, or with BF and 468 VF. BF consisted of a pleasant sound selected based on each participant's preference from a series of 469 26 sounds before the task, unbeknownst of the final purpose. When participants' cursor reached less 470 than 5° away from the centre of the target, the sound was played, indicating a hit; otherwise no sound 471 was played, indicating a miss. For the BF group, no cursor feedback was provided, except for one 472 "refresher" trial every 10 trials where VF was present. Participants in the VF group could see the 473 cursor position at all times during the trial, along with the BF. Finally, participants went through 2 no-474 feedback blocks (100 trials each) with BF and VF completely removed. Before those blocks, 475 participants were either told to "carry on" ("Maintain" group) or informed of the nature of the 476 perturbation, and asked to stop using any strategy to account for it ("Remove" group). Therefore, we 477 had four groups in a 2x2 factorial design (BF versus VF and Maintain versus Remove). Finally, if a 478 trial's reaching movement duration was greater than 400 ms or less than 100 ms long, the starting box 479 turned red or green, respectively, to ensure participants performed ballistic movements, and didn't 480 make anticipatory movements. Participants who expressed a success rate inferior to 40% during 481 asymptote blocks were excluded (BF-Remove N=6; BF-Maintain N=8). Although this exclusion rate 482 was high, it was crucial to exclude participants who were unable to maintain asymptote performance 483 in order to reliably measure retention. 484 485 Experiment 2: forced RT. 486 In this experiment, participants were forced to perform the same reaching task at slow (SRT) or fast 487 reaction times (FRT), the latter condition preventing strategy-use by enforcing movement initiation 488 before any mental rotation can be applied to the motor command 30, 33 . A third group (Gradual) also 489 performed the task with no RT constraints. 490
491
In the SRT/FRT groups, for each trial, entering the starting box with the cursor triggered a series of 492 five 100 ms long pure tones (1 kHz) every 500 ms ( figure 1c ). Before the fifth sound, a target 493 appeared at one of four possible locations equally dispatched across a span of 360° (0-90-180-270°). 494
Participants were instructed to initiate their movement exactly on the fifth tone (figure 1c). Targets 495 appeared 1000 ms (SRT) or 200 ms (FRT) before the beginning of the fifth tone. Movement 496 initiations shorter than 130 ms are likely anticipatory movements 31 , and explicit strategies start to be 497 difficult to express under 300 ms 30, 32 . Therefore, in both conditions, movements were successful if 498 participants exited the starting box between 70 ms before the start of the fifth tone and the end of the 499 fifth tone, that is, from 130 ms to 300 ms after target appearance in the FRT condition. If movements 500 were initiated too early or too late, a message "too fast" or "too slow" was displayed and the cursor 501 did not appear upon exiting the starting box. The trial was then reinitialised and a new target selected. 502
Finally, if participants repeatedly missed movement initiation, making trial duration over 25 seconds, 503
RT constraints were removed, to allow trial completion before cerebellar memory time-dependent 504 decay 43,46,57 . Participants in the SRT and FRT groups were informed of the displacement and of the 505 optimal strategy to counter it, to ensure that any effect was related to expression, rather than 506 development of a strategy. They were also instructed to attempt using the optimal strategy as much as 507 possible when sensible, but not at the expense of the secondary RT task, so as to preserve the pace of 508 the experiment and prevent time-dependent memory decay. 509
510
To attain proficiency in the RT task, SRT and FRT participants performed a training block (pseudo-511 random order of VF and BF trials) of at least 96 trials, or until they could initiate movements on the 512 fifth tone reliably (at the first attempt) at least for 75% of the previous 8 trials. All participants 513 achieved this in 96 to 157 trials. Once this was achieved, participants first performed a 40 trials 514 baseline (figure 1d), followed by introduction of a 20° CCW displacement for 260 trials. Participants 515 then underwent a 200-trials long asymptote block with only BF (1 "refresher" trial every 10 trials). 516
The BF consisted of a green tick or a red cross if participants hit or missed the target, respectively. 517
Visual BF was used to prevent interference with the tones presented to manipulate RTs. The Gradual 518 group underwent the same schedule, except that no tone or RT constraint were used, and the 519 perturbation was introduced gradually from the 41 st to the 240 th trial of the first block (increment of 520 0.4°/trial) occurring independently for each target. This ensured participants experienced as few large 521 errors as possible to prevent awareness of the perturbation and therefore strategy-use. After the 522 experiment, participants in the Gradual group were informed of the displacement, and subsequently 523 asked if they noticed it. If they answered positively, they were asked to estimate the size of the 524 displacement. 525 526
Data analysis 527
All data and analysis code is available on our open science framework page (osf.io/hrgzq). All 528 analyses were performed in MatLab. We used Lilliefors test to assess whether data were parametric, 529 and we compared groups using Kruskal-Wallis or Wilcoxon signed-rank tests when appropriate, as 530 most data were non-parametric. Post-hoc tests were done using Tukey's procedure. As we analysed 531 the data from experiment two twice ( figure 3 and 4) , success rates and reach angles during asymptote 532
were Bonferroni-corrected with corrected p-values (multiplied by 2). 533 534 Learning rates were obtained by fitting an exponential function to adaptation block reach angle curves 535 with a non-linear least-square method and maximum 1000 iterations (average R 2 = 0.86 ±0.14 for 536 feedback-instruction task and R 2 = 0.58 ±0.26 for forced-RT task): 537
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where y is the hand direction for trial , is a scaling factor, b is the starting value and β is the 539 learning rate. Reach angles were defined as angular error to target of the real hand position at the end 540 of a movement. Trials were considered outliers and removed if movement duration was over 400 ms 541 or less than 100 ms, end point reach angle was over 40° off target, and for the SRT and FRT groups in 542 the forced-RT task, if failed initiation attempts continued for more than 25 sec. In total, outliers 543 accounted for 3755 trials (8%) in the feedback-instruction task and 1013 trials (6%) in the forced-RT 544 task. 545 546 Even though 4 targets were used during the forced-RT task, trials were reset and a new random target 547 was selected every time participants failed to initiate movements on the 5 th tone. Therefore, all 
